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Number

Channel 

Name
Logo Local/Global Genre Channel Description

1013
The Pet 

Collective 
Global Bingeable

For the whole-heartedly 

pet obsessed, The Pet 

Collective exists to bring 

joy to pets and their 

parents with the best 

pet videos, news, 

products, how-to’s and 

more. 

1015 InWild Global Bingeable

Explore the unknown 

with InWild, where 

adventure and wildlife 

come together to bring 

you exciting stories 

from around the world.

1019 Real Stories Global Bingeable

The home of award-

winning and compelling 

documentaries from 

around the world. You’ll 

find real stories from 

real people, including 

investigative 

documentaries from the 

fringes of society, true 

crime and intimate 

personal journeys.

1021 Wonder Global Bingeable

At Wonder, we aim to 

spread curiosity, love, 

and stories of people 

and animals who push 

the boundaries of 

human experiences. 

Wonder is home to the 

extraordinary and 

emotional, the weird 

and the wonderful, and 

the simply eye-opening.



1063 Republic TBU Local News Local News

1065
Republic 

Bharat
TBU Local News Local News

1113 The Q Local Lifestyle

The Q offers multi-

platform brand 

exposure and 360° 

brand solutions across 

social platforms, digital 

platforms and linear 

channel. Advertisers can 

partner with social 

media creators via show 

collaborations, social 

content etc.

1115 Insight TV Global Lifestyle

Insight TV tells personal 

stories featuring 

amazing influencers 

challenging the status 

quo.

1117 Fuel TV Global Lifestyle

FUEL TV is the only 

channel dedicated 24/7 

to the core action 

sports of Skateboarding, 

Surfing, BMX, Snow, 

Mountain Bike, 

Wakeboard and all the 

lifestyle that surrounds 

them, where Music, Art 

and Fashion play a 

decisive role.

1119
People Are 

Awesome
Global Lifestyle

People Are Awesome is 

a one-of-a-kind channel 

that spotlights the 

awesome power of 

ordinary people doing 

extraordinary things.



1121
Real 

Families
Global Lifestyle

Real Families features 

documentaries and 

shows about stories of 

modern family life - be 

it parenting styles, 

complex relationships, 

food habits or the 

challenges of raising a 

bigger brood.

1123 Timeline Global Lifestyle

Discover the greatest 

secrets and mysteries of 

the past with Timeline. 

Militaries, mummies or 

Marxism – our films 

cover every aspect of 

the world’s history, 

enlightening viewers 

through gripping series 

and documentaries.

1125 Gusto Tv Global Lifestyle

Gusto TV is an 

innovative food and 

lifestyle television 

channel celebrating 

global cultures through 

food. Our mouth-

watering programming 

inspires with culturally 

diverse cuisines and 

recipes, unique food 

pairings, and 

entertaining hosts.



1127 Go USA Global Lifestyle

Welcome to GoUSA TV, 

the premier travel 

channel all about the 

USA. From exciting road 

trips, to unique cities, to 

National Parks, GoUSA 

TV offers you free 

series, movies and 

shorts about life and 

traveling in the United 

States.

1129 Tastemade Global Lifestyle

A 24/7 channel with 

award-winning food, 

travel, and home & 

design shows from 

around the world - from 

groundbreaking 

originals to classic series 

and documentaries.  

1213 Fail Army GlobalTech, Gaming & Science

Get the freshest and 

funniest fail videos, 

hilarious pranks, and 

comedy. It’s okay to 

laugh—we all fail 

sometimes. 

1215 WeatherSpy GlobalTech, Gaming & Science

A weather channel 

unlike any other. 

Explore our 

unpredictable planet 

through the exhilaration 

and impact of natural 

forces. Featuring 

unbelievable weather, 

wild-life, outdoor 

recreation and drone 

footage.



1217 InWonder GlobalTech, Gaming & Science

Discover a new world of 

wonder with Insight TV 

Wonder, a unique 

perspective on science, 

technology, and 

everything in between.

1263 MAV TV Global Sports & Outdoors

MAVTV Motorsports 

Network offers the 

most comprehensive 

racing action from 

across the globe, 

including prestigious 

events like the Chili 

Bowl Nationals, the 

Knoxville Nationals, 

Tony Stewart’s All Star 

Circuit, and Geneva 

Supercross.

1265 InTrouble Global Sports & Outdoors

Push yourself to the 

limit with InTrouble, 

where action and 

excitement meet to 

offer you thrilling 

experiences right on 

your screen.

1313 9xm Local Music

9XM Music Channel is 

India's preferred 

Bollywood music 

destination. Enjoy your 

daily dose of Bollywood 

Music Entertainment 

with the latest 

Bollywood news,latest 

Hindi songs,Hindi movie 

trailers,Live Online 

TV,Bollywood gossip 

and more.



1315 B4U Music Local Music

B4U Music is a great 

platform for Bollywood 

film soundtracks, the 

revival of the golden 

oldies and upcoming 

artists. Featuring a 

variety of music videos 

B4U music is the leading 

Bollywood and Asian 

music television channel 

worldwide.

1317 9x Jalwa Local Music

9xJalwa is a very 

popular Indian classic 

Hindi music television 

channel that is 

broadcasted in India. 

This channel is owned 

by 9X media, which 

plays Indian classic 

songs from the 1990s - 

2010s

1323

Qwest TV 

Jazz & 

Beyond

Global Music

Jazz, soul, funk, groove, 

hip-hop … Quincy Jones 

invites you to explore a 

world of music through 

hand-made playlists 

that showcase the very 

best live performances 

and legendary archive 

gems.

1325
Qwest TV 

Classical
Global Music

Quincy Jones opens up 

the richness of classical 

performance in all its 

glory, making it 

accessible to all. 

Experience the power 

and beauty of 

selected concert, opera 

and dance productions. 



1327
Qwest TV 

Mix
Global Music

DJ sets, neo-soul, 

electronic, R&B … 

Quincy Jones offers 

beats for your body and 

grooves for your soul 

with this curated hub 

for modern, mixed 

music. Celebrating 

multiculturalism, 

diversity and good 

vibes. 

1363 B4U Movies Local Movies

B4U Movies brings to 

viewers the very best of 

Bollywood films, from 

the latest blockbusters 

to classic old time 

favourites.

1365 B4U Kadak Local Movies

B4U Kadak is a Hindi 

Movie Channel targeted 

at Urban and Rural 

audiences in the HSM 

market with a bank of 

popular Bollywood & 

South Indian dubbed 

movies.

1369 Filmstream Global Movies

Film Stream brings great 

entertainment with cult 

classics and arthouse 

fares, international 

documentaries and 

critically acclaimed 

short films - it's all here!


